
DURASPRAYER SERIES

DURASPRAYER-V SERIES

INDUSTRIAL SERIES

CORROSIVE SERIES

CHEMICAL SERIES

All poly tanks are heavy duty in design at a economical price.  The large funnel top 

design allows for easy filling.  Equipped with braided reinforced commercial grade 

hoses and various valves.  Comes with 12" or 18" extension wands.  Models are 

available with plastic or brass adjustable pin-to-cone spray tips.

B & G POLY MOULDED SPRAYERS
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Available in 1, 2 and 3 gallon tanks - 14" poly extension wand - 

stainless steel pump rod - specially designed heavy duty valve - 40" 

braided chemical resistant hose - adjustable fan nozzle.

Available in 1, 2 and 3 gallon tanks - 12" poly extension wand (3 

gallon unit has a 18" extension wand) - 30" braided reinforced hose - 

adjustable fan nozzle - durable Buna-N gaskets and seals.

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY ON ALL B & G SPRAYER PARTS

Available in 1, 2 and 3 gallon tanks - 18" brass extension wand - 

equipped with the Extenda Gun (brass valve with comfort grip handle) - 

Viton seals and gaskets for excellent chemical resistance - 40" 

braided chemical resistant hose - Celcon fan spray tip nozzle.

Available in 1, 2 or 3 gallon tanks - 12" heavy duty brass extension 

wand (3 gallon unit has a 18" extension wand) - 30" braided 

reinforced hose - adjustable fan nozzle - Viton seals and gaskets for 

maximum chemical resistance.

Available in 1, 2 or 3 gallon tanks - 12" plastic extension wand (3 

gallon unit has a 18" extension wand) - 30" braided reinforced hose - 

adjustable fan nozzle - Viton seals and gaskets for maximum 

chemical resistance.



EZ-COOL WATER SYSTEM

SCR SERIES

SPB SERIES

DURASPRAY 20S

CONCRETE SERIES

Available in 2 and 3 gallon tanks- equipped with Viton seals - 12" brass 

extension wand (3 gallon unit has 18" extension wand) - 40" braided 

chemical resistant hose - plastic valve - adjustable pin-to-cone and fan 

tips.

2 gallon tank - Viton seals and gaskets - plastic valve - extension wand - 

40" braided chemical resistant hose - adjustable pin-to-cone tip.

The 503 Deluxe features a plastic comfort grip handle - 18" angled brass 

extension - fan tip (#8004 spray).
The 603 concrete sealer from oil sprayer features a heavy duty cast 

metal pump handle - 18" angled brass extension - two brass tips, one for 

sealers and one for 35% solids.

Available in 2 and 3 gallon tanks - all brass components including the 

Extenda Gun (brass valve with comfort grip handle) - 18" extension wand  - 

40" braided chemical resistant hose - Celcon fan spray tip.
These tanks are also available with a 0-60 psi gauge.
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ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY ON ALL B & G SPRAYER PARTS

B & G POLY CONCRETE SPRAYERS

3 gallon tank - Viton pump - heavy duty cast metal pump handle - 18" 

angled brass extension wand - 40" braided chemical resistant hose - 

brass fan tip.

This tank is ideal for use with concrete saws and core drills - it keeps the 

saw blade cool for better operation while controlling the dust and debris - 

equipped with a repairable Viton pump - transparent tank - water level 

indicator silk screened on the tank - includes an 8' heavy-duty reinforced 

hose - convenient quick connect system for a tip.

B & G STAINLESS STEEL SPRAYERS

The 303, 403, 503 & 603 sprayer comes standard with a 40" braided chemical resistant hose 

The 303 acetone sprayer features a heavy duty cast metal pump handle - 

18" angled brass extension wand - brass pin-to-cone tip.
The 403 acid, etching & staining features an all plastic handle, 

extension, pin-to-cone and fan spray tips with a stainless steel pump rod.



LT-1.5 MINI SPRAYER

QT-1  MINI SPRAYER

ACCU-SPRAY I

BACKPACK SPRAYER

THE PORTABLE AEROSOL SYSTEM
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ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY ON ALL B & G SPRAYER PARTS

B & G ULTRA LOW VOLUME (ULV) AEROSOL SYSTEMS

 Heavy-duty 1.5 litre translucent poly tank - metal pump rod which 

requires fewer pumps for large volume spraying

THE CART MOUNTED PORTABLE AEROSOL SYSTEM 

1.5 quart translucent poly tank - steel pump rod - chemical resistant 

gaskets - extended nozzle lance - adjustable brass nozzle

This handy compact sprayer can be used with solvent or water based 

protectors and is ideal for applying upholstery pre-spray or spot 

treatment.
Includes a 6' coiled hose - carrying pouch that slides on to your belt - 

fine spray tip - high efficient pump (less than 10 pumps to pressurize).

This ULV machine has a stainless steel tank - child resistant lock - 

rugged carrying case - 12' recoiling hose - brass valve - 9" stainless 

steel extension and tip - the compressor driven system can be used to 

spray air only, liquid only or an aerosol.

B & G SPECIALTY HAND HELD & BACKPACK SPRAYERS

This large 3 gallon ULV machine has a stainless steel tank - 15' 

recoiling hose - brass valve - 18" stainless steel extension and tip - 

the compressor driven system can be used spray air only, liquid only 

or an aerosol - the self regulating compressor is available in 110 volt 

or 220 volt.

Large 4" easy fill opening with filter - 3 gallon tank - Viton seals and 

gaskets - large comfort grip shut off valve - 18" plastic extension wand 

- 4' braided reinforced hose.



CARTA SPRAYERS SERIES

ELECTRO SPRAYERS

F2300 MY-TI-LITE SERIES

F2400 ULTRA-LITE SERIES

F2600 FLEX-A-LITE SERIES
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ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY ON ALL B & G SPRAYER PARTS

B & G SPECIALTY SPRAYERS

Available in 3 and 7 gallon tanks  - stainless steel frames for extra 

strength - 40' of recoiling hose - rugged trackless tires - heavy duty 

chemical resistant plastic valve - 14" extension wand - adjustable 

nozzle - on demand electric pump.

F2600 is a two stage motor - variable flow from ULV to light mist - 

adjustable from 0-18 oz/min - a nozzle mounted on an 18", 36" or 48" 

hose.  

B & G FOGGING MACHINES

This large 3 gallon rotationally moulded tank - resists 

breakage/chemical corrosion - top mounted 50 psi on demand pump 

that protects electrical components against spillage - comes with a 25' 

recoiling chemical resistant hose - equipped with the Extenda Gun 

(brass valve with comfort grip handle) - 18" brass extension wand - 

course fan tip for carpet and flea applications.

F2300 is a non ULV fogger single stage motor with a preset discharge 

to 9oz/min

F2400 is a single stage motor with an adjustable nozzle from 0-9 

oz/min.


